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ABSTRACT: This study examines the combined production of
drop-in fuels and methanol using hydrothermal liquefaction
(HTL) as a technological basis in the context of bioenergy and
power-to-X (PtX) applications. Given the increasing need for
flexibility in a system dominated by fluctuating renewable power,
we evaluated flexible methanol operation as a strategy to harness
global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in a grid-connected HTL
setup. In this operation, the biogenic CO2 destination is alternated
between methanol synthesis bioenergy with carbon capture and
utilization and combined underground storage depending on the
hourly electricity price and grid carbon intensity. The results
indicate that the strategy has potential to maintain the average fuel
carbon intensity within the 65% GHG reduction threshold set by
the renewable energy directive III at a minimum methanol price of 870 EUR/t. This approach could facilitate implementation as it
does not require dedicated renewable power generation and hydrogen storage, potentially decreasing costs compared to semi-islands
and off-grid PtX systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of renewable fuel technologies is
crucial to enable the energy transition in the transport sector,
which contributes to about 20% of the annual global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.1 Renewable fuels of
nonbiological origin (RFNBO)�i.e., synthetic fuels produced
using renewable electricity (e-fuels) and advanced drop-in
biofuels are types of renewable fuels supported by EU policies
to shift the use of fossil fuels toward more sustainable
alternatives. Under the “Fit for 55” EU policy package, the
ambition is to achieve 55% reduction of total GHG emissions
by 2030 relative to 1990 levels and climate neutrality by 2050,
with specific provisions for the transport sector in the
renewable energy directive (RED) III. The final revision
approved in 2023 sets a target of 29% renewable energy or
14.5% GHG intensity reduction for the transport sector by
2030, introducing a new combined target for RFNBOs and
advanced biofuels of 5.5%.
In the field of advanced biofuels, there is increasing focus on

the integration potential of different technologies with e-fuels
synthesis. Several literature studies have investigated the
feasibility of producing e-fuels coupled with biomass-based
processes to produce carbon-neutral fuels in the context of
bioenergy with carbon capture and utilization (BECCU). The

use of biomass as a carbon source has shown potential to
deliver e-fuels at a relatively lower cost compared to e-fuels
from direct air capture, while maintaining environmental
benefits under the premise that the biomass is sustainably
sourced. Overall, the cost of different e-fuel options has been
reported in the range of 30−64 EUR/GJ with the lowest costs
for liquefied bioelectro-methane, bioelectro-methanol, and
bioelectro-dimethyl ether produced from biogas via anaerobic
digestion or syngas via biomass gasification.2,3 In this regard,
the most studied technologies are gasification and anaerobic
digestion, mainly due to their high technology readiness level
and product compatibility with conventional gas-to-liquid
processes such as Fischer−Tropsch and methanol synthesis.
Among different e-fuels, e-methanol is regarded as a very
attractive option due to the relatively lower production costs
and expected high market uptake, particularly in sectors such
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as the maritime transport in which large volumes of fuel are
required.3,4

Despite the extensive literature on bio-e-fuels based on
gasification/anaerobic digestion, the integration of biomass-to-
liquid technologies with e-fuels has not been explored to the
same extent. In these technologies, namely, pyrolysis,
solvolysis, and hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL), the main
product is a bio-oil that holds potential to be used in existing
fossil infrastructure as drop-in fuel. State-of-the-art literature
on HTL estimates overall energy efficiencies around 75%, with
minimum selling price of drop-in fuels (MFSP) in the range of
15 to 40 EUR/GJ based on lignocellulosic biomass.5−7

Alongside drop-in fuel production, the HTL process delivers
a pressurized gaseous byproduct rich in CO2 that holds
potential for a cost-effective CO2 purification and further
conversion into e-fuels (BECCU), or further liquefaction for
underground storage to yield negative emissions (BECCS).
Still, based on the literature review conducted, the HTL-
BECCU/S concept has remained largely unexplored with only
few refs 8−10.
On the other hand, the increased hydrogen requirement of

such integration would put more pressure on the hydrogen
supply to the process. Typically, in HTL literature, the
hydrogen requirement is reported in the order of 5 wt % of the
hydrotreated product, being significantly lower than the
required for CO2 hydrogenation to e-fuels (for methanol it is
about 20%). Furthermore, average, invariable electricity prices
and hydrogen supply have been assumed in literature, which
becomes unrealistic in integrated e-fuels scenarios where the
hydrogen demand and electricity consumption can have a
significant increase. For RFNBOs, it has been estimated that
the average carbon intensity (CI) of the electricity grid has to

be below 90 g CO2,eq/kWh to guarantee their environmental
benefits,11,12 being much lower than the reported by most EU
countries in 2022 (130−630 g CO2,eq/kWh

13) with the
exception of France and Sweden. In order to address this
issue, techno-economic studies on power-to-X (PtX) plants
include dedicated renewable electricity production to avoid
grid connection, or assume power purchase agreements to
comply with temporal and geographical correlation and
additionality criteria.4,14 In the present study, an alternative,
novel approach is proposed for a grid connected HTL plant
that operates methanol production flexibly, alternating
between BECCU and combined CO2 utilization and storage
(BECCUS) depending on the CI of the grid and the electricity
price.
Flexibility in chemical processes has been approached from

multiple perspectives in the literature. A recent review paper by
Luo et al.15 indicates a significant overlap in terminology and
concepts, based on which a classification is proposed. In this,
the ability of a process to vary throughput can be understood
as a “volume” type of flexibility, in which equipment is
designed to handle peaks in flow rates, and parallel units/
process lines can be switched on/off to adjust production
level.15 In the present study, these flexibility elements are
present given that the process alternates between two
operation modes; still, the aim is to evaluate the potential of
such a concept without delving into process dynamics, which
remain out the scope of the paper. Early assessment of
flexibility in process design have been identified as crucial for
the adoption of novel chemical processes,15 but until now have
remained unexplored in the field of HTL.
This study contributes to this research gap by evaluating the

impact of a flexible methanol operation having a steady state

Figure 1. Simplified process flow diagram of the integration of HTL, carbon capture via Selexol (SLX), and methanol synthesis (MOH). Reference
BECCS operation in blue and modifications due to methanol synthesis in orange.
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HTL baseline from an economic and environmental
perspective. For the economic evaluation, colocation with a
fossil refinery is assumed due to the potential benefits in
CAPEX as studied by de Jong et al.16 Furthermore, the impact
of different premium fees on the drop-in fuels and methanol is
assessed having as a reference current market prices and
incentives in the marine sector, which has not been discussed
in existing HTL literature typically focused on the biocrude
MFSP estimation. The structure of the paper comprises a
methodology section where the process is explained, followed
by results and discussions on the techno-economic perform-
ance and GHG emissions and finally conclusions and future
recommendations.

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Process simulation of Integrated HTL, Carbon

Capture, and e-Methanol Production. A simplified process
flow diagram is presented in Figure 1 and it is simulated in
Aspen Plus V9 (A+) using hierarchies to group the main
process steps and adjacent equipment. The size of the plant
corresponds to the production of 100 kt/y of drop-in biofuels,
equivalent to approximately 2000 barrels-per-day (BPD) or
3.5% of the capacity of a medium size refinery of 68000 BPD
capacity. Forestry residues are selected as feedstock for the
process as one of the resources listed in Annex IX of RED II
(unchanged in RED III)17 that complies with sustainability
requirements for advanced biofuels production. The main
process steps are described in the following sections, and more
detailed process specifications are available in the Supporting
Information (Table S4).
2.1.1. HTL, Hydrotreating, and Fractionation: Biomass to

Drop-In Fuels. This section describes the HTL process with
downstream hydrogenation and fractionation into drop-in
fuels, including the main aspects of its modeling in A+. The
mass balances of the HTL and hydrotreating processes are set
based on the reported yields of the hydrofaction process for
woody biomass.18 The input data for modeling the biomass,
biocrudes, and gas phases are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

2.1.1.1. Biomass Liquefaction via HTL. The thermochem-
ical conversion of biomass consists of the use of heat and
pressure to induce controlled biomass decomposition that
yields different types of products (gaseous, liquid, or solid)
depending on the conditions used. The HTL process targets
the formation of a liquid biocrude and differs from other
thermochemical routes in that the process takes place in an
aqueous environment. The produced biocrude is an oxy-
genated precursor of hydrocarbon fuels that can be further
upgraded and distilled to meet product specifications by using
standard refinery technology. The main byproducts of the
reaction are a gaseous product that contains mainly CO2 and
lower concentrations of CO and light hydrocarbons, an
aqueous phase with water-soluble organics, and a mineral
product in lower quantities formed by higher molecular weight
compounds and inorganics from the biomass.
The HTL process is modeled in A+ based on published

characterization data of the biomass and the main products
(Table 1). The mass balance across the reactor is established
according to experimentally reported yields in a dry, ash-free
basis for the HTL biocrude and gas phase, and the aqueous
phase is calculated by difference. The process is carried out at
400 °C and 300 bar and the yields are based on reported
results at pilot scale under aqueous phase recirculation.19 The
modeling approach is focused on establishing the overall
energy balance across the reactor based on fixed yields and
enthalpy estimates of the different input and output streams.
Since in this study the biomass input and process conditions
are fixed and the focus is on the BECCU(S) implementation,
estimation of the yields is considered unnecessary at this point.
However, predictive modeling has been widely studied in HTL
literature for the estimation of product yields and their
qualities for different types of feedstocks and process
conditions, both at batch lab scale20,21 and continuous
bench-scale operation, the latter more applicable to large-
scale techno-economic analysis.22,23

The property package used for simulation in the HTL
hierarchy is Soave−Redlich−Kwong as it provides consistent
results in the critical region and allows for the use of steam
tables for more accurate results in the estimation of the water
properties.
The following approach is followed for the different input/

output streams of the HTL reactor:

• Biomass: defined as a nonconventional solid and the
default settings of HCOALGEN are modified for a more
accurate representation of the heat of formation (LZN
correlation) and heat capacity. A more detailed
description can be found in.24

• HTL biocrude: mixture of model compounds with
adjusted composition to minimize the error in elemental
content and specified physical and thermal properties.24

• HTL gas phase: composition is known from experiments
and reported in Table 2.

• HTL aqueous phase: mixture of water and water-soluble
organics whose composition is adjusted to minimize the
error in TOC based on reported data at pilot scale
during aqueous phase recirculation.25

• HTL solids/ash: solids production is neglected in this
study and the solid product corresponds only to the
inorganics present in the biomass in the form of ash.
This corresponds to published data reported at super-

Table 1. Elemental Composition of Woody Biomass, HTL
Biocrude, and Hydrotreated Biocrude

C [wt %]
(daf)a

H [wt %]
(daf)

O [wt %]
(daf)

HHV
[MJ/kg] (daf)

forestry residues18 49.1 5.9 43.7 19.9
HTL biocrude18 80.0 8.4 11.0 35.9
hydrotreated
biocrude18

87.4 12.6 0.0 43.9

adaf: dry-ash free basis,

Table 2. Composition of HTL and Hydrotreater Effluent
Gases Used as Input in A+ (Dry Basis)

HTL gas [vol %]19 hydrotreater gas [vol %]18

H2 25.80 93.9
CO2 61.10 1.30
CO 0.30 0.90
CH4 7.20 2.30
C2−C4 4.60 2.50
alcohols 0.70 0.00
total 100.00 100.00
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critical conditions according to which char formation
was not observed in significant amounts at pilot scale.18

Downstream of the reactor, cooling and decompression is
required for products separation, and in this study, the
conditions are specified based on the requirements of
subsequent operations in the configurations evaluated, as
detailed in the Supporting Information. After separation of the
aqueous and organic phases, part of the aqueous phase is
evaporated, and the remaining fraction containing most of the
carbon is recirculated to reduce carbon losses in the purged
fraction and avoid the need for fresh water. This is configured
in the simulation by setting the flow of the evaporation residue
to match the water required for a biomass slurry of 25%
organic content.
2.1.1.2. Biocrude Hydrotreating and Fractionation. The

HTL biocrude is fed to the hydrotreating unit in which excess
hydrogen is used for heteroatom removal, bonds saturation,
and overall improvement of the biocrude quality toward the
final drop-in fuels.7

The gaseous phase from the hydrotreating step contains
excess hydrogen, with minor quantities of other gases that
must be separated prior to hydrogen recycling for the economy
of the process. The hydrogen consumption is fixed at 0.04 g/g
oil and the total available hydrogen is set as two times the
required, equivalent to 1000 NL/L oil, which is in agreement
with hydrotreating conditions reported in the literature.18,26

As for the HTL, the H2T process is set up in A+ based on
published experimental characterization data of the main
products (Tables 1 and 2). The mass balance across the H2T
reactor is established according to experimentally reported
yields on a dry, ash-free basis for the hydrotreated (H2T)
biocrude and gas phase, and the aqueous phase is calculated by
difference.
The following approach is followed for the different input/

output streams from the hydrotreater reactor:

• H2T biocrude: modeled with petro-characterization
tools available in A+. Experimentally obtained distil-
lation curve and specific gravity of the hydrotreated
biocrude are used to perform a pseudocomponent
breakdown for property estimations.

• H2T gas: corresponds mainly to unreacted hydrogen
with traces of other gases (Table 2).

• H2T aqueous phase: the difference in the oxygen
content between the HTL biocrude and the H2T
biocrude is used to estimate water production via
hydrodeoxygenation. Since there are no data available on
the composition of the aqueous phase, water-soluble
compounds are adjusted to close the mass balance and
minimize atom imbalance across the process.

The excess hydrogen in the H2T gas is further purified via
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) assuming a recovery of 75%
and is recirculated back to the reactor. The use of pure
hydrogen for biocrude hydrotreating aligns with the reported
experimental data used as reference in the model. A makeup of
pure hydrogen is required to compensate for the consumption
in the reactor and the losses in the system. Given its low level
of impurities, the remaining 25% obtained as blowdown gas
from the PSA is fed to the methanol synthesis to maximize
hydrogen utilization within the process, and a membrane is
included to increase the hydrogen recovery in the overall
process (Figure 1).

Fractionation of the hydrotreated biocrude into finished
fuels is carried out to estimate the additional energy
requirements using a conventional atmospheric crude dis-
tillation unit. The implementation in A+ is straightforward
since the crude is modeled using pseudocomponents based on
the experimental distillation profile (TBP), assuming complete
deoxygenation during hydrotreating. The configuration and
process conditions specified in the distillation column are
based on typical values reported in A+ documentation with
design specifications to meet ASTM D86 fuel standards by
varying the products flows.27 These can be consulted in the
Supporting Information.
2.1.2. Carbon Capture via Physical Absorption�Selexol

Process. Removal of impurities from the HTL gas is
implemented to increase the purity of the CO2 stream prior
to utilization/storage. Regarding the storage option, there is no
clear definition of purity requirements available in the
literature, however, recommended values for CCS projects or
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications generally align with
≥95 vol % of CO2 and ≤3−5 vol % of hydrocarbons.28

Regarding the CO2 utilization pathway, the hydrocarbons
present in the HTL gas are not known to be contaminants of
the methanol synthesis catalyst (Cu/ZnO/Al2O3) in the
literature consulted; nevertheless, in the proposed flexible
operation, their removal is considered necessary to enable the
storage option.
Absorption is a mature technology used for CO2 capture

that has been traditionally applied to flue gases with relatively
low CO2 partial pressures using chemical solvents. The use of
physical solvents is known to be more efficient at higher CO2
pressures due to their higher gas loading and lower heat of
absorption compared to chemical solvents, having lower
energy requirements for solvent regeneration.29 The Selexol
solvent is chosen in this study as it has shown a higher
performance compared to other physical solvents in the
existing literature mainly due to its high CO2 capacity and high
stability.30−34 The solvent consists of a mixture of dimethyl
ethers of polyethylene glycol (DEPG) with high solubility for
the acid gases CO2 and H2S relative to H2, CO and methane.
The process layout can be found in the Supporting
Information and is based upon the schemes described in the
existing literature regarding the removal of CO2 from high-
pressure syngas.35

Prior to absorption, removal of condensables from the HTL
gas is necessary due to the high solubility of water and C2+
hydrocarbons in the solvent, which is detrimental for the
absorption performance. After condensates removal, the HTL
gas is fed to the absorber tower where it enters in contact with
the solvent in counter-current mode, facilitating the transport
of CO2 to the solvent while the nonsoluble gases are separated
as a combustible gas. The gas is fed into a membrane to further
separate H2 for the process. The enriched solvent leaves at the
bottom of the absorption column and is regenerated by means
of consecutive expansion stages to be recycled. The gas from
the first expansion steps is typically fed back into the
absorption column as it contains significant amounts of
combustible gases that are partially dissolved, and CO2 of
higher purity is obtained after the last expansion to be fed to
the methanol synthesis.
The process is modeled using the PC-SAFT property

package recommended for acid gas cleaning processes using
the DEPG solvent. This has been validated by Aspen Tech for
carbon dioxide absorption with experimental and plant data at
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different process conditions.29 The binary parameters and
properties of the solvent are not available in A+ V9 and were
inserted manually, as described in the Supporting Information.
2.1.3. Methanol Synthesis. The methanol synthesis is

simulated in A+ based on typical process configurations in
state-of-the art literature.36,37 The CO2 is mixed with hydrogen
and fed to the reactor at 220 °C and 32 bar, where the
following reactions take place (eqs 1−2):

HCO 3H CH OH H O, 50 kJ/mol2 2 3 2 rxn+ + =
(1)

HCO H CO H O, 41 kJ/mol2 2 2 rxn+ + = (2)

The H2 input is formed by rich-H2 blowdown gas from the
PSA system, H2 recovered from combustible gases mix in the
membrane system, and pure H2 from the electrolysis system.
The pure H2 flow is adjusted to have a stoichiometric number
(SN) of two in the reactants mix, which corresponds with a 1:3
stoichiometric ratio approximately. The definition of SN is
shown in eq 3 where yi is the mole fraction of each component
in the feed gas to the reactor.

y y

y y
SN H CO

CO CO

2 2

2

=
+ (3)

The products are cooled to 28 °C at high pressure to
separate unreacted gases from the liquid products methanol
and water. A purge in the recycle loop of the unreacted gases is
necessary to avoid the accumulation of impurities in the
system. The liquid methanol is separated from the produced
water in a distillation column (see specifications in Supporting
Information). The results are compared to the published
literature available on CO2 hydrogenation to methanol at
different process conditions.
2.1.4. Heat Integration and Energy Balance. Pinch analysis

is implemented using an Aspen Energy Analyzer to estimate
the minimum utilities requirements in the heat exchanger
network (HEN). A minimum temperature approach (ΔTmin)
of 10 °C is used as default for the overall process. The
minimum utility requirements are compared with the utilities
before pinch analysis and with the energy potential in the
produced combustible gases (vent gases) to discuss the process
potential to be self-sufficient in heat.
The global energy efficiency of the process (ηglobal) is

estimated in high heating value basis (HHV) as the energy in
the total fuels produced divided by the total energy inputs to
the process in the form of biomass, electricity (Win) for
hydrogen production and process equipment, and heat (Qin)
estimated as the minimum hot utility after heat integration
minus the available potential in the vent gases (eqs 4−6):

m
m W Q

HHV
HHVglobal

fuel fuel

biomass biomass in in

=
+ + (4)

W W W m W50.2
kWh

kg Hin PEM process
2

H process2
= + = × +

(5)

Q Q m HHVin in,pinch vent vent= (6)

2.2. Flexibility in Operation: Alternating Operation
Modes under Electricity Price/Carbon Intensity Varia-
tions. The analysis of flexible operation is conducted based on
the results of mass and energy balance of the integrated
process. The operation modes evaluated are full utilization of
CO2 to methanol (HTL BECCU) and combined utilization
and storage (HTL BECCUS), while the scenario of CO2 sent
to storage is included for reference (HTL BECCS) (Table 3).
The following assumptions are considered:

• There are no expected variations in the HTL process
induced by the variable methanol production. Thus, the
biomass input and drop-in fuels output is the same in the
two operation modes.

• There are no expected variations in the carbon capture
process induced by the variable methanol production
since the total CO2 output is maintained constant in the
two operation modes.

• Step increase/decrease in mass/energy flows during load
changes is assumed for simplicity in the analysis,
however the overestimation in methanol production
during load increase is counteracted by the under-
estimation during load decrease, thus the impact of this
simplification in the overall yearly production is not
expected to be significant.

In the HTL BECCUS mode, the methanol production is
alternated between full and half capacity depending on the
hourly electricity price and carbon intensity (CI) of the grid.
The CI of the electricity grid has been identified as a critical
parameter to guarantee the environmental benefits of electro-
fuels, with estimates in the range of 90−150 g CO2,eq/
kWh.11,12 The dynamic operation of methanol synthesis via
CO2 hydrogenation during load changes has been previously
investigated by Cui et al.,38 reporting relatively small
fluctuations with a ramp rate of 50% load/h, for which
switching between half and full capacity is adopted in the
present analysis. The hourly electricity prices and CI of the
grid used correspond to historic data for Denmark in the year
2019.39 The cut-off hourly electricity price (i.e., the electricity
price at which the methanol production is varied) is evaluated
between 20 and 100 EUR/MWh, and the maximum CI of the
grid to produce methanol at full capacity is set in 90 g of

Table 3. Description of Operation Modes in the Integrated HTL Plant and Methanol

operation
modes

HTL
BECCS HTL BECCU HTL BECCUS

description all CO2 to
storage

all CO2 to
MeOH
production

combined utilization and storage

operation no
variation

no variation MOH system at full capacity MOH system
at half
capacity

description N/A N/A Operates when the CI of the grid is less than or equal to 90 g
CO2,eq/kWh and the electricity price is less than or equal to the cut-off price (varied from 20 to
100 EUR/MWh with 10 EUR/MWh increase)

AND/OR high
CI of the
grid
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CO2,eq/kWh. Mass and energy hourly flows of the modes
described are obtained in A+ at steady state and the results are
used to establish the plant operational profile.
2.2.1. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Analysis. A GHG

emissions analysis is performed to estimate the carbon
footprint of the process based on the emission values and
calculation rules provided in Annex V of the RED II.17 The
total emissions (E) are calculated from eq 7 as a contribution
of emissions from feedstock collection and transport (ef),
process-related emissions (ep), and emission savings from CO2
capture and geological storage (eccs)

E e e ef p ccs= + (7)

This calculation excludes additional terms in the original
equation related to land-use change, fuel transport, distribution
and use, and other savings that are not applicable in the
present analysis. The emission factors related to each term are
summarized in Table 4. Emissions from feedstock processing

and transport (ef) are taken from Annex V for the case of wood
chips from forestry residues. Emissions from the process are
calculated based on the results of electricity and heat
requirements (after heat integration) and the use of catalysts
and chemicals reported in ref 18. Emissions savings from CCS
(eccs) correspond in the BECCS case to the total CO2 after
carbon capture, and in the BECCU(S) to the CO2 that is not
used for methanol production (emissions associated with the
transport and storage are neglected).
The total emissions from the process (E) and the CI of each

fuel are calculated every hour by using mass allocation. For the
drop-in fuels, the GHG emission reduction potential is
estimated relative to a fossil comparator of 94 kg CO2,eq/GJ
as stipulated in RED II. In absence of a specific value for
methanol, a value of 101.6 kg CO2,eq/GJ is used based on the
literature.40 The results are evaluated using a 65% GHG
reduction threshold that determines the eligibility of renewable
fuels from biological origin under RED II (unchanged in RED
III).
2.2.2. Economic Feasibility of Integrated Process. The

economic feasibility of the process is evaluated by means of the
internal rate of return (IRR) over a project lifetime of 25 years
(eq 8):

0 NPV TCI
CF

(1 IRR)i

n
i

i
1

= = +
+= (8)

where TCI is the total capital investment and CF is the cash
flow of each year calculated as the revenues minus operational
expenses based on the cost parameters summarized in Table 5.
The impact of price variations on the IRR for different cost

parameters is evaluated by means of Monte Carlo analysis
implemented in MATLAB over the price range indicated.
Subsequently, the impact of premiums on the IRR is evaluated
based on the estimated CI of the fuels. The assumptions used
to estimate capital and operational expenses are described as
follows:
CAPEX
• The purchase equipment cost (TPE) of the HTL
conversion and upgrading corresponds to the estimated
by de Jong et al. for a centralized supply chain colocated
with a refinery (pioneer plant).16 The reported value is
scaled to the plant capacity of this study using a scaling
factor of 0.6. The total capital investment (TCI)
including installation is calculated as TCI = TPE ×
4.92 based on typical Lang factors reported for solid−
fluid plants42,43 and converted to EUR2019 using the
chemical engineering plant cost index (CEPCI).

• No specific CAPEX is estimated for the biofuels refining
and fractionation section; however, the total operational
costs (CAPEX and OPEX, excluding utilities) are
estimated based on a cost of 10 EUR/BBL reported
for a new conventional conversion refinery operating at
full capacity.44

• The cost of the methanol synthesis section including
installation is estimated based on the correlation
provided by the Danish Energy Agency45 as a function
of the methanol production capacity and is assumed
equivalent to the TCI of this section.

• The cost of PEM electrolyzer is estimated based on the
correlation proposed by Reksten et al., as a function of
the electrolyzer size, projected for the year 2030.46 The
size is set based on the maximum H2 requirement in the
BECCS and BECCUS scenarios.

• The purchased equipment cost of the carbon capture
plant (Selexol) is estimated by Aspen Process Economic
Analyzer (APEA) in EUR2015 and converted to EUR2019
using the CEPCI.

OPEX
• The electricity price corresponds to historic wholesale
hourly electricity prices in Denmark (DK1) during 2019.
On top of the hourly price, an additional tariff of 16.65
EUR/MWh is included to account for transmission,
distribution, and taxes as used in ref 14.

• The cost of hydrogen (CostH2) in EUR/t (eq 10) is
estimated based on the hourly electricity price
(electhourly) in EUR/MWh and the electricity con-
sumption of PEM electrolyzers (elect_usePEM) in
kWh/ kg H2, estimated as a function of the load (eq
9), with load as a fraction (>10%) of full load.47 The
electrolyzer full load is set equal to the maximum H2
requirement in the BECCS/BECCUS operation modes.

Elect use 7.8455
kWh

kg H
load 43.409

kWh
kg HPEM

2 2

_ = × +

(9)

Cost elect elect useH hourly PEM2
= × _ (10)

• The cost of heating is estimated based on the price of
natural gas and assuming a boiler efficiency of 80%.
Natural gas prices are randomly generated from a
probability distribution fitted based on six-month
average prices (level 2) reported during 2015−2021.

Table 4. Emission Factors Used for the GHG Emission
Analysis

emission source value unit

fossil comparator for drop-in fuels17 94.0 kg CO2,eq/GJfuel
fossil comparator for methanol40 101.6 kg

CO2,eq/GJmethanol
feedstock processing and transport (500−
2500 km) (ef)

17
8.2 kg

CO2,eq/GJbiomass
heating (natural gas) (ep)

41 56.10 kg CO2,eq/GJ
electricity (ep)

39 a g CO2,eq/kWh
catalysts and chemicals (ep)

18 15.2 kg CO2,eq/tbiomass
aHourly reported CI of the grid.
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Table 5. Cost Parameters Used as Input for Economic Analysisd

unit reference year reference

capital costs HTL + H2T (equipment cost) 28.6/87 MEUR/MWbiomass(LHV) 2015 16
MOH system (equipment cost + installation) 0.34 MEUR/(t/d MeOH) 2014 45

operational expenses biomass (wood chips) 5.7−7.2 EUR/GJ 2019−2021 51
wood grinding 58 kWh/t 2018 52
electricity a EUR/MWh 2019 53
grid tariff for transmission, distribution, and taxes 16.65 EUR/MWh -- 14
natural gas 26.5 ± 4.1b EUR/MWh 2015−2021 54
cooling 1.5 EUR/MWh -- --
wastewater treatment 1−10 EUR/t - 55
refining (incl. CAPEX contribution) 10 USD/barrel -- 44
CO2 liquefaction, transport, and storage 50 EUR/t CO2 -- 48

revenues gasoline (HEFA reference) 2000 ± 200 USD/t 2023 c

jetfuel (HEFA reference) 2000 ± 200 USD/t 2023 c

diesel (FAME reference) 1500 ± 200 USD/t 2023 c

heavy fuel (pyrolysis oil reference) 600 ± 100 EUR/t 2023 --
methanol 400−1200 EUR/t -- --
CO2 price 80−160 EUR/t -- --
excess heat 10.07 EUR/GJ -- 56
premium liquid biofuels 50 USD/t CO2,eq -- c

other parameters project lifetime 25 years -- --
corporate tax 22 % -- -
depreciation period 10 years -- --
depreciation schedule straight line -- -- --
CEPCI 576 -- 2014 --
CEPCI 557 -- 2015 --
CEPCI 607.5 -- 2019 --
USD to EUR 1.07 USD/EUR 2023 --

aHistoric hourly wholesale electricity price in Denmark (2019). bHistoric data fitted to normal distribution. cValues for HEFA and FAME fuels
reference prices and premium fee on fuels provided by GoodFuels, Argus, and Stratas. dPrices reported in DKK by the source were converted to
EUR using a factor of 0.13 EUR/DKK.

Figure 2. Mass Sankey diagram of the HTL and integrated methanol synthesis (HTL BECCU).
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• The cost for liquefaction, transport, and storage of CO2
is assumed in 50 EUR/t based on abatement costs
estimated for CCS projects in Denmark for short-term
scenarios.48 This value excludes the capture cost and
includes transport at medium pressure (15 bar/−30 °C)
by road (50 km), temporary storage, and sea transport
(600 km).

• Operating labor costs are estimated based on an average
EU hourly labor cost of 31.40 EUR/h49 and the
operating labor requirements indicated in the literature
for solids-fluid processing in a continuous operation (2
operators per shift and 5 shifts per week are assumed).50

REVENUES
• Selling prices of drop-in fuels are set based on values
provided by GoodFuels†, Argus, and Stratas‡.

• Revenues from excess heat sales for district heating are
included assuming a conservative 10−30% utilization.

• The impact of the methanol price in the IRR is evaluated
between 400 EUR/t (fossil reference) and 1200 EUR/t.

• The impact of the CO2 price is evaluated between 40
and 160 EUR/t, within the expected range of the EU
emissions trading system (EU ETS).

• The impact of fuel premiums is evaluated based on a fee
of 50 USD/t CO2,eq provided by GoodFuels, Argus, and
Stratas.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Imulation Results. 3.1.1. HTL, Hydrotreating, and

Distillation. The conversion of biomass to liquid biofuels via
HTL and hydrotreating is the backbone of the process in
which the CO2 obtained as byproduct is purified and
converted into methanol, as illustrated in the mass Sankey

diagram in Figure 2. The process is sized for an annual
production of drop-in fuels of 95 kt/y or 2057 BPD, requiring
approximately 261 kt/y of forestry residues that result in an
overall yield of 35.9% (dry-ash free basis). For reference, this
biomass input is in the low range of existing combined heat
and power plants in Denmark that use between 0.2 to 1.2 Mt/y
(124−750 MW) of woody biomass. The liquid biofuels are
predominantly in the diesel range, with comparable production
of kerosene, diesel, and heavy fractions. The distillation profiles
of the HTL biocrude, hydrotreated mixture and the fuel
fractions after distillation are presented in the Supporting
Information (Figure S10).
The maximum methanol production is estimated in 73 kt/y,

which corresponds to the full capacity (HTL BECCU), and it
is reduced in the scenario with combined CO2 storage (HTL
BECCUS) depending on the balance between the two options
which is discussed in Section 3.1.5.
The errors in the elemental composition of the biocrudes

and elemental balance across the HTL and H2T reactors are,
in general, below 10% (Table 6), being relatively higher for the
HTL biocrude due to limitations in the model compounds
approach used to model this complex mixture. Nevertheless,
the approach used to adjust the composition is successful in
minimizing overall errors in the elemental composition and
enthalpy, which is considered satisfactory for the purpose of
the study (a more detailed description of this approach is
presented in a previous study by the authors24).
3.1.2. Carbon Capture via Physical Absorption: Selexol

Process. The HTL gaseous product rich in CO2 is processed
for CO2 purification with the main results summarized in
Table 7, showing a CO2 recovery of 98.9% and purity of 96.6
mol %. The main impurities present in the CO2 output stream
are methane and C2−4 hydrocarbons, predominantly ethane (1

Table 6. Elemental Composition of Modeled Biocrudes vs Experimental Data and Elemental Imbalance Across HTL and H2T

HTL biocrude H2T biocrude
imbalance across reactor

[%]

experimental model error [%] experimental model error [%] HTL H2T

C [wt %] 80.0 77.4 3.2 87.4 88.2 0.9 2.1 0.7
H [wt %] 8.4 9.1 8.3 12.6 11.7 7.0 0.4 0.5
O [wt %] 11.0 13.6 23.6 0.0 0.1 -- 0.3 2.1
HHV [MJ/kg] 35.9 38.5 7.4 43.9 44.0 0.2 -- --
Δhf [MJ/kg]

a −2.2b −2.2 −0.1 −2.0b −2.1 −2.5 -- --
aEnthalpy of formation. bEstimated from experimental HHV.

Table 7. Results of Carbon Capture via Physical Absorption (Selexol Process)

feed gas combustible gas CO2

CO2 purity recommendations
28

CO2-EOR
a [% v/v] CO2-EOR

b [% v/v] pipeline transportc[% v/v]

molar flow [kmol/h] 424.71 124.17 300.54 -- -- --
CO2 [mol %] 69.15 2.60 96.64 96 ≥95 >95.5
H2 [mol %] 22.96 78.35 0.08 not reported not reported <4
CO [mol %] 1.64 5.51 0.05 0.1 not reported ≤0.2
CH4 [mol %] 4.82 13.49 1.25 0.7 ≤5 ≤2
C2−4 [mol %] 1.43 0.06 1.99 2.3 -- ≤2
total 100.00 100.00 100.00 -- -- --
CO2 recovery [%] 98.90
electricity use [kWh/t CO2] 156.85
cooling (120−30 °C) [kWh/t CO2] 66.00
refrigerant (10.5−15.9 °C) [kWh/t CO2] 75.25
heating requirement [kWh/t CO2] 0.00

aWeyburn field supply typical composition. bKinder-Morgan specification. cRecommended Dynamys project.
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mol %), propane (0.4 mol %), and butane (0.2 mol %), which
is explained by their relatively high affinity for the solvent as
compared to H2 and CO. The performance of the Selexol
process to capture CO2 from the HTL gas has been studied in
more detail in a previous publication.10 Based on the literature
review conducted, the hydrocarbon impurities present in the
CO2 are not known to be contaminants for the methanol
synthesis catalyst (Cu/ZnO/Al2O3), and overall, the final
composition seems to be in line with the purity recom-
mendations suggested in the CCS literature (Table 7). Thus,
further purification is deemed unnecessary within the scope of
the present analysis.
On the other hand, the remaining combustible gases from

the absorption tower have a high concentration of H2 which
can be separated for use within the process using commercially
available technologies. In terms of energy consumption,
electricity is the main energy input (156.9 kWh/t CO2)
primarily used for gas recirculation to the absorber tower (40
bar), while no heat is required for solvent regeneration, with
this being a main advantage of physical absorption over
traditional chemical absorption. The relatively low electricity
need is also explained by the high pressure at which the HTL
gas can be delivered upstream, thus, compression of the gas
prior to absorption is not necessary.
3.1.3. Methanol Synthesis. The mass and energy balances

of the methanol synthesis are presented in Table 8 for the
cases considered of full and half methanol production capacity,
including two additional references of CO2 hydrogenation
from the literature.

As expected, the achieved CO2 conversion is lower in the
process than that reported in the referenced literature based on
pure CO2 hydrogenation. This is due to the presence of
impurities that must be vented to prevent accumulation within
the system with inherent CO2 losses. Impurities in the feed are
mainly methane and C2−3 hydrocarbons. In typical CO2 to
methanol configurations with virtually pure reactants, purge
streams are much lower or even not necessary, and unreacted
gases can be fully recirculated. Results from the literature in
Table 8 show comparable results despite the different process
conditions and modeling approaches. The referenced literature
data are mainly based on kinetic models, while the cases here
studied are based on equilibrium calculations and thus
correspond to maximum possible values.
Minor differences in energy consumption between full and

half MOH system capacity can be explained by the slight
difference in impurities fed to the system. In the case of full
capacity, impurities in the hydrogen feed are diluted with pure
hydrogen from the electrolyzer, while at half capacity, the input
from the electrolyzer is not required and the concentration of
impurities is higher. The impact of impurities on the kinetics is
recommended for future evaluation as well as further process
improvements. For example, in the study by Peŕez-Fortes et
al.,57 excess heat is used to generate electricity which is
subtracted from the total demand and explains the lower
electricity and cooling requirements, while in the results by
Kiss et al.,36 the high electricity use can be explained by the
higher reaction pressure and the initial CO2 condition at
atmospheric pressure.
3.1.4. Heat Integration. The results of the heat integration

in the HEN show the potential to decrease utilities in the
process up to 89%. Based on pinch analysis and grand
composite curves (Figure 3), a minimum hot utility of 15.9
MW at 400 °C is possible in the three cases (HTL BECCS,
and BECCU(S)), which suggests the possibility of running the
methanol synthesis system coupled to a HTL process without
additional heat input, in case heat integration could be fully
implemented. Achieving a ΔTmin of 10 °C could be limited in
practice by very large heat transfer areas and the high CAPEX
of the HEN, so future studies are required to estimate an
optimum ΔTmin that minimizes overall costs. Furthermore, in
view of the assessed variation in methanol production, utilities
of the BECCUS case are estimated as the sum of the minimum
utilities in the BECCS case and the minimum utilities of the
isolated methanol system, which results in a 10−20% increase
in hot utility relative to the minimum by pinch analysis (Figure
3, right).
3.1.5. Overall Mass and Energy Balances. The mass,

carbon, and energy balances of the integrated process based on
steady state simulation results are shown in Figure 4. The drop
in fuels are the main product in terms of mass (35%), carbon
recovery (65.1%), and energy (60%) relative to the process
inputs. The coproduction of methanol results in an increase in
carbon efficiency to fuels from 65.1% up to 86.3% in the HTL
BECCU case, boosting carbon utilization from biomass
significantly. This increase, however, comes at the expense of
a significant increase in hydrogen consumption compared to
the minimum requirement in the HTL BECCS scenario (×5
times).
Assuming a fixed electricity consumption of 50.2 kWh/kg

H2 (66% LHV efficiency), the process has a global energy
efficiency to fuels of 67.4% in the BECCS case and 66.6% in
the BECCU(S) scenarios. For reference, slightly lower results

Table 8. Mass and Energy Balances of Methanol Synthesis
and Literature Data

present study
MOH full
capacity

present study
MOH half
capacity

Peŕez-Fortes
et al.

(2016)57
Kiss et al.
(2016)36

reactor model
approach

equilibrium equilibrium kinetics kinetics

temperature
[°C]

220 220 210 250

pressure [bar] 31 31 76.4 50
operation adiabatic adiabatic adiabatic isothermal

Mass Balance (t/t MeOH)
inputs

CO2 1.43 1.40 1.46 1.38
H2 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.19
impurities 0.09 0.14 0.00 0.00
total 1.71 1.74 1.66 1.57

outputs
methanol 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
H2O 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.59
vented gases 0.14 0.16 0.09 0.00
total 1.71 1.74 1.66 1.59

Energy Balance (MWh/t MeOH)
electricity 0.19 0.22 0.17 0.55
hot utility 0.39 0.47 0.44 0.61
cold utility 1.73 1.80 0.86 1.79
CO2
conversion
per pass [%]

15.03 14.23 21.97 21.50

overall CO2
conversion
[%]

95.94 95.82 93.85 not
reported

MeOH purity
[mol %]

99.00 99.00 99.96 99.98
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in the order of 57−61% have been reported for integrated
biomass gasification with electrolysis units to produce
methanol (based on electricity-to-hydrogen LHV efficiencies
of 67−69%), with carbon efficiencies varying between 64 and
92%.58−60 This indicates a good potential of the HTL
technology; however, there is margin to achieve higher carbon
and energy efficiency by the valorization of byproduct streams
that should be further evaluated.
The carbon losses are distributed between the vent gases

(6.5%) and the aqueous phase (8.7%). The production of the
aqueous phase from the process is significant, which is
explained by the net removal of oxygen from the biomass
throughout the process in the form of water, as well as water
production in the methanol synthesis.
Based on the results of the energy balance, combustible

gases obtained as byproduct have potential to cover about 65%
of the total hot utilities estimated after heat integration. In
previous techno-economic assessments, we have indicated the
potential of the HTL conversion and upgrading to be self-
sufficient in heat,9 however these exclude the heat for biofuel
fractionation and are based on the calorific value of the
combustible gases from HTL that include the H2 content. In
the present study, the H2 in the HTL gas is separated and
utilized within the process, which reduces external hydrogen
demand but increases the requirement of external hot utility.
Future studies are recommended to evaluate electrification of
the heat demand in the process.
On the other hand, significant excess heat is available from

the process, mainly from the HEN in the order of 30 MW
between 50 and 100 °C (suitable for fourth generation district
heating), with lower amounts potentially at higher temper-
atures from the HTL reactor (400 °C) and hydrotreater (370
°C). A higher amount of heat is produced in the HTL BECCU
cases because of the exothermic nature of the methanol
synthesis; however, this surplus is only available at a low
temperature estimated between 30 and 60 °C.

3.2. Flexibility in Operation: Alternating Operation
Modes under Electricity Price/Carbon Intensity Varia-
tions. The hourly mass and energy flows and the hourly
electricity price profile and CI are used as inputs in the
flexibility assessment. The grid data for Denmark in 2019 used
in the present study are compared to those reported for other
European countries for the same reference year in Figure 5
(top); however, hourly grid CI is only shown for Denmark
since these data were not available for other countries (only
annual average values). It can be observed that the price profile
of the Danish grid was in general similar to that reported for
the countries shown, being within the lowest and highest
values. Available data for the year 2021 are shown in Figure 5
(bottom), reflecting the significant increase in prices observed
across Europe.
From the reference sorted profile in Figure 5 (Denmark,

2019) and the CI colormap, it can be observed that the hours
of grid CI ≤ 90 g of CO2,eq/kWh (dark and light blue dots in
price profile) occur predominantly at cut prices below 60
EUR/MWh approximately, while higher CI are predominantly
found above this value (more green and yellow-colored
points). This explains why, despite allowing more expensive
hours at cut electricity prices above 60 EUR/MWh, the annual
production of methanol flattens, achieving a maximum of 49
kt/y (Figure 6) that corresponds to an annual average of 67%
of the methanol installed capacity. For reference, this
production in the range of planned green methanol projects
with production capacities between 50 and 300 kt/y,
announced in partnership with the shipping company A.P.
Møller Maersk with the objective to source 730 kt/y for its
methanol-powered fleet by the end of 2025.61

Regarding H2 production, a minimum load of 60% can be
maintained in the electrolyzer, having potential to avoid/
decrease the need for hydrogen storage, therefore reducing
costs. At increasing cut prices, the average load increases due
to the higher methanol production until 72% of the installed
capacity.

Figure 3. Grand composite curves of HEN with ΔTmin = 10 °C (left) and hot and cold utilities in HTL BECCS and HTL BECCUS operation
modes (right).
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For reference, the annual average carbon intensities in 2019
were 455, 362, and 205 g CO2,eq/kWh for Netherlands,
Germany, and Denmark, respectively.62 Still, the Danish case
demonstrates that despite the average being significantly higher
than the 90 g of CO2,eq/kWh mark, there are quite some hours
with low CI where the operation has potential to be feasible.
3.2.1. Carbon Intensity of Drop-in Fuels and Methanol.

Figure 7 shows the estimated GHG emissions under different
operation modes, and the corresponding CI of the fuels
produced based on mass allocation is presented in Figure 8.

Overall, the HTL BECCS case has the best performance and
shows potential to produce carbon negative drop-in fuels. This
is explained by the relatively high amount of CO2 produced,
which can largely compensate the emissions associated with
the process under the scope evaluated. In the opposite case,
the HTL BECCU scenario results in the highest carbon
emissions, being substantially higher for the methanol due to
its higher share in the product mix (mass basis), and even in
some cases above the fossil benchmark, indicating that, as
expected, this operation mode is not environmentally feasible

Figure 4. Mass, carbon, and energy balances (HHV base) of HTL BECCS, BECCU, and BECCUS operation modes.
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using electricity from the grid. Therefore, the full CO2

utilization to methanol would require a much cleaner grid or
dedicated renewable electricity generation, in line with the
current trend in PtX studies.4,14

In terms of the variability of the results, high outliers are
observed in Figure 8 in all the scenarios but are more
numerous in the BECCUS cases of 60 and 80 EUR/MWh cut
price. This can be explained by larger variations in the

Figure 5. Sorted hourly grid electricity price and corresponding CI in Denmark (DK1) and in other European countries in 2019 (top) and 2021
(bottom). Data retrieved from refs 39 and 53.

Figure 6. Estimated annual production of drop-in fuels, CO2 to storage, and methanol in HTL BECCUS concept with varying cut electricity prices.
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emissions savings from CCS evidenced in Figure 7 by the error
bars that represent the standard deviation. Furthermore, the
distributions seem to be more compact, leaving more data
outside the default range used in Matlab to identify outliers
(±1.5 × interquartile range). In the case of the 40 EUR/MWH
cut price, emission savings from CCS are higher, therefore
lowering the total emissions. On the other hand, in the
BECCU scenario a spread distribution can be explained by the
higher electricity consumption and hence more exposure to the
variability of the grid CI.
Regarding the HTL BECCUS cases, the combination of

utilization and storage results in a relatively low fuel CI, which
is on average below the threshold values and with potential to
produce REDIII-compliant fuels without the need to install

additional renewable electricity generation. The average result
in the BECCUS cases is around 10 kg CO2,eq/GJ of drop-in
fuels and 20 kg CO2,eq/GJ of methanol. It can be observed that
the increase in cut price does not result in higher average
emissions which can be explained by imposed limit on the grid
CI < 90 g CO2/kWh to produce methanol at full capacity,
however, the average is slightly lower in the low-cut price. It is
worth noticing that methanol is still produced at half capacity
at hours when the CI is higher than the 90 g CO2/kWh mark,
however the CO2 sent to storage seems to be sufficient at
compensating the increased emissions.
Even though it is well-known that the results presented are

highly dependent on the choice of allocation method, mass
allocation is considered suitable in this case, as it rightfully

Figure 7. Average hourly GHG emissions in HTL BECCS, BECCUS, and BECCU operation modes. Error bars represent the standard deviation
across the year.

Figure 8. Estimated CI of drop-in fuels and methanol in HTL BECCU(S) cases.
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allocates higher emissions to the methanol than to the drop-in
fractions. This reflects the fact that methanol is the most
demanding product in terms of hydrogen, which is the main
CO2 contributor in the process, even though its heating value
is only about half of the drop-in fuels. Nevertheless, a life-cycle
assessment is recommended in future studies to provide a
more thorough analysis of the environmental impacts.
3.2.2. Economic Feasibility. Figure 9 presents the average

cost breakdown of the HTL BECCS and BECCUS operation
modes expressed per kilogram of drop-in fuels produced,
which is constant in the two cases (i.e., the aggregated drop-in
fuel fractions).
The BECCS case is presented as a reference case in which

there is no methanol production, and the hydrogen
consumption is only for biocrude hydrogenation (no increased
electrolyzer capacity is required). From the total expenses, the
average production cost of the aggregated drop-in fuels is
estimated to be 1.33 EUR/kg or 30 EUR/GJ (excluding taxes),
which is in the range of existing HTL literature but slightly
higher than our previous estimates due to the additional costs
for fractionation and refining. The revenues from the drop-in

fuels sales, dominated by the jetfuel and diesel fractions, seem
sufficient to cover the production costs including carbon
capture, liquefaction, and storage; however, a more accurate
picture of the overall profitability of this scenario including
taxes is discussed further on based on the IRR results. The cost
breakdown of the BECCUS case in Figure 9 corresponds to
the scenario of cut electricity price = 60 EUR/MWh that has
an annual methanol production of 46.5 kt (see Figure 6). This
is chosen since above this cut price, the operation profile of the
BECCUS case does not change significantly. The CAPEX
contributes to 25% of the costs, followed by the hydrogen
(23%), biomass (22%), fixed OPEX (21%) and the remaining
OPEX related costs.
The breakdown of the CAPEX in Table 9 shows about 56%

of the investment corresponds to the HTL conversion and
upgrading, followed by the methanol synthesis with 19%, and
the remaining 25% being distributed between the electrolyzer
(8%), the carbon capture process (7%) and the compressors
for hydrogen recirculation (10%).
The CAPEX of the electrolyzer46 corresponds to a projected

2030 cost of 322 USD/kWe and 368.5 USD/kWe for the

Figure 9. Cost breakdown in HTL BECCS and HTL BECCUS scenarios (cut electricity price = 60 EUR/MWh), excluding taxes. Revenues
correspond to CO2 = 40 EUR/t and methanol = 800 EUR/t.

Table 9. Summary of Capital Costs of Integrated HTL Plant, Carbon Capture, and Methanol Synthesis

process hierarchy source
total purchased equipment (TPE)

[MEUR2019]

HTL BECCS HTL BECCU(S)

equipment + installation
[MEUR] (FCI)

equipment + installation
[MEUR] (FCI)

HTL conversion and upgrading
(HTL + H2T)

16 45.94 215.46 215.46

carbon capture (SLX) APEA 5.45 25.54 25.54
hydrogen separation (PSA &
MEMB�compressors only)

APEA 8.32 39.01 39.01

methanol synthesis system (MOH) 45 -- -- 74.21
PEM electrolyzer 46 -- 7.06 31.41
total fixed capital investment (FCI) [MEUR] 287.08 385.63
total capital investment [TCI = FCI + working capital (5%)] [MEUR] 301.43 404.91
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BECCUS and BECCS scenarios, respectively, which reflects
the impact of scale and is in the order of magnitude but lower
than the estimated 2025 projection of 410 USD/kWe63 (same
capacity as in BECCU). The PSA and membrane units are not
included as their size is unknown for the time being; however,
these are not expected to drastically change the results since
the major units are included. It is worth to mention that the
CAPEX estimation for the HTL conversion and upgrading
includes an additional 10% for missing equipment.16

Furthermore, the uncertainty in the investment costs affects
the scenarios considered in the same way; thus, more focus is
put on the relative differences than on absolute values. Based
on the difference in expenses between the BECCS and
BECCUS cases and the ratio of drop-in fuels/methanol, a
theoretical minimum methanol price that covers the increase in
total production costs is estimated in 870 EUR/t. However, a
more accurate cost estimation is included based on the IRR
and the impact of the CO2, methanol and cut electricity prices.
The results of the IRR from the MonteCarlo analysis are

presented in Figures 10−14 for different variations.

In the BECCS case, the average IRR is estimated between 11
and 15% over the CO2 price range considered while in the
BECCUS case the range is broader being between 3.5 and 15%
depending mainly on the methanol price (Figure 10). Both
cases show a relatively small dependence on the price of the
CO2 compared to the strong dependence on the price of the
methanol in the HTL BECCUS case. This is explained by the
difference in price between the two products, attenuated by the
small margin in CO2 revenues after deducting an extra 50
EUR/t for compression, transport, and storage. The impact of
varying methanol price is shown in Figure 11 for the cases of
40, 60, and 80 EUR/MWh. As expected, at low methanol
prices, a low-cut price is more favorable for the IRR since less
methanol is produced, and the opposite trend is observed at
high methanol prices. The similarity between the 60 and 80
EUR/MWh is explained by the relatively small changes in
product flows above 60 EUR/MWh, which is due to the
constraint on the CI of the grid that limits the full-methanol
capacity hours (see Figure 6). A closer look at the relationship
between CO2 and methanol prices is presented in Figure 12, in

which the different lines represent equal IRR of the HTL
BECCS and BECCUS cases at different cut prices. The results
show that a minimum methanol price of 970 EUR/t is needed
to make the BECCUS case economically attractive compared
to the storage option at a relatively low CO2 price of 40 EUR/
t. As the CO2 price increases, it puts pressure on the methanol
price required to match the HTL BECCS business case, being
1200 EUR/t at a CO2 price of 140 EUR/t approximately. This
trend provides evidence of a competition between the
utilization and storage options at increasing CO2 prices.
Within this price range, the average IRR is between 12 and
15%, being above the 10% rate typically used as indication of
profitability by a relatively close margin. Thus, further process
improvements are needed to improve the business case.
Figure 14 shows the impact of the variation of all cost

parameters in the IRR as well as the influence of premiums
based on the results of the fuels CI (Figure 13), in which a
tariff of 50 USD (46.7 EUR) per tonne of CO2,eq reduced
relative to the fossil baseline has been assumed. The

Figure 10. Impact of varying the methanol price in the IRR at the
lowest and highest CO2 price (BECCUS cut price = 60 EUR/MWh).

Figure 11. Impact of varying the methanol price for different cut
electricity prices (fixed CO2 price = 80 EUR/t).

Figure 12. Minimum methanol selling price to equal the IRR of the
HTL BECCS case at increasing CO2 prices.
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introduction of premiums increases the IRR between 4 and
6%, being more positive in the HTL BECCS than in the
BECCUS case. This is due to the lower CI of the fuels in the
HTL BECCS operation that is reflected in a higher premium of
the drop-in fuels (180−190 EUR/t in average) compared to
the HTL BECCUS case where the premiums are lower due to
the higher emissions allocated (150−160 EUR/t for the drop-
in fuels and 80 EUR/t for the methanol).

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study evaluates the techno economic and GHG emission
performance of an integrated HTL plant with carbon capture
and methanol synthesis, exploring the potential benefits and
limitations of such an integration in the context of BECCU(S)
processes under flexible operation using electricity from the
grid.

In terms of carbon efficiency, the production of methanol
coupled to the HTL process results in an increase in carbon
efficiency to fuels from 65.1 to 86.3%, boosting carbon
utilization from biomass significantly. In the scenario of full
utilization of CO2 to methanol for a grid connected HTL plant
(HTL BECCU), the main limitation is the CI of the methanol
produced, estimated in the order of 25−65 kg CO2,eq/GJ.
These results are noncompliant under the RED III require-
ments for renewable fuels and therefore a HTL BECCU
operation would require dedicated renewable electricity
generation or a much cleaner grid.
On the other hand, a flexible operation that alternates

methanol production with CO2 to storage (HTL BECCUS) is
identified as an interesting option for grid connected HTL
plants. In terms of GHG emissions, the flexible operation has
potential to deliver REDIII compliant fuels with an average CI
around 15 kg of CO2,eq/GJ for the drop-in fuels and 30 kg of
CO2,eq/GJ for methanol. In this sense, the Danish case study
assessed demonstrates that even though the annual average CI
of the grid is considerably higher than the 90 g CO2,eq/kWh
mark, there are quite some hours with lower CI where the
operation has the potential to be feasible and applicable in
other countries. Still, future studies are necessary to understand
the dynamics of the process at a more detailed level and to
assess environmental impacts in more holistic way based on
LCA studies.
In terms of the economic feasibility, the results indicate that

the HTL BECCUS case has potential to benefit the HTL
BECCS business case at methanol prices above 970 EUR/t on
average, being within the expected range of green methanol
discussed in the literature. Even though increasing CO2 prices
and fuel premiums is in general desirable to benefit the overall
profitability of the process, the results show that premiums
applied on the basis on GHG emissions reduction can make
the BECCUS operation less favorable compared to the HTL
BECCS business case. This is due to the lower CI of the drop-
in fuels produced when savings from CO2 storage are included
compared to those from the utilization route. Furthermore,
process improvements are recommended in future evaluations
to decrease CO2 emissions from heating, increase jet fuel and

Figure 13. Estimated premiums based on the CI of drop-in fuels and methanol in HTL BECCU(S) cases.

Figure 14. Impact of Premiums on the IRR of HTL BECCS and HTL
BECCUS cases.
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diesel fractions from additional heavy residue processing, and
evaluate the use of the naphtha fraction for chemical
production that could be beneficial in the context of process
integration in industrial PtX hubs.
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